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Across

4. a person who is a source of artistic 

inspiration

5. a small room or monument, cut i rock or 

built in stone, in which a dead person is buried

8. going about in search of things to steal or 

people to attack

15. disposed to be silent or not to speak 

freely; reserved

18. a situation from which extrication is 

difficult especially an unpleasant or trying one

19. undermine an established or existing 

system;tending or intending to overthrow

20. a moving force; impulse; stimulus

22. a feeling of uneasiness or anxiety of the 

conscience caused by regret for doing wrong 

or causing pain

24. a loud, confused noise, especially one 

caused by a large mass of people

26. having or showing a lack of thought or 

intelligence; mindless

28. relating to or involving money

30. sexually unrestrained; unrestrained by 

law or general morality; lawless; immoral

31. capacity for producing a desired result or 

effect; effectiveness

32. something a person does in addition to a 

principal occupation, especially for pleasure; 

hobby

Down

1. to caution, advise, or counsel against 

something

2. absorb in thought

3. a person making a humble plea to a 

person in authority

6. an official order proclomation issued by a 

person in authority

7. subject to, led by, or indicative of a 

sudden, odd notion or unpredictable change; 

erratic

9. lack of similarity or equality; inequality; 

difference

10. excessively forward

11. a thing regarded as a special right or 

privilege enjoyed as a result of one's position

12. shameless or impudent

13. behavior or speech that displays a lack of 

good judgment

14. weariness of body or mind from strain, 

oppressive climate, etc.; lack of energy

16. to waver in mind or opinion; be indecisive 

or irresolute

17. a moving force; impulse; stimulus

21. a health-care facility for the terminally ill 

that emphasizes pain control and emotional 

support for the patient and family, typically 

refraining from taking extraordinary measures 

to prolong life

23. in a dying state; near death

25. a loud, unpleasant, and prolonged noise

27. a letter, especially a formal or didactic 

one; written communication

29. with hand on hip and elbow bent outward


